Between March 1636 and August 1640, 131 pomeshchiki and'votchinniki sued for the remand of at least 568 people from the new southern frontier district of Kozlov, on the grounds that these people were their fugitive serfs and slaves. Two hundred and fifty-nine of the defendants were men enrolled in permanent service at Kozlov as middle and lower service class military colonists; they represented 12.2 percent of Kozlov's service enrollment as of January 1639.' The other 309 defendants were their wives, children, arid other kinsmen, men living as taxpaying townsmen or dependent laborers, or were people of unspecified status. If all these defendants had actually been turned over to the plaintiffs, it would have been a serious blow to the military colonization of Kozlov. The Military Chancellery counted upon the rapid settlement of Kozlov to secure Riazhsk, Shatsk, Lebedian', and Riazan' from Tatar attack. By 1639 its garrison was one of the largest reservoirs of military manpower on the frontier, and the success of its steppe fortifications in shutting down the Nogai Road had inspired the construction of the Belgorod Line. Furthermore, Kozlov had been founded only in the autumn of 1635. The task of investigating and judging so many suits against accused fugitives placed yet another burden on the shoulders of its governors, I. V. Birkin and M. I. Speshnev, who were already busy settling volunteers, assigning plowlands, erecting fortifications, patrolling the steppes, and establishing a district administration.
On the other hand, the governors' court could not afford to be perceived as hostile to the property claims of the plaintiffs in these remand cases, especially when the plaintiffs were powerful magnates like B. M. Saltkov, F. I. Sheremetev, A. V. Khilkov, D. M. Cherkasskii, A. M. L'vov, F. S. Streshnev, the archbishops of Riazan' and Kolomna, and the archimandrite of the Novospasskii Monastery. Servitors of Moscow rank, Tatar service princes, and church hierarchs comprised at least 22.1 percent of the plaintiffs * The author wishes to thank IREX for funding opportunities to conduct research for this and related projects.
I. TsGADA, F. 210, Razriadnyi prikaz, Prikaznyi stol stolbtsy nos. 121 and 123. Unless otherwise indicated, all subsequent citations to archival material refer to this archive and fund. in these suits (the rank of the petitioner was indicated in only 71 suits). While the majority of plaintiffs were middle service class deti boiarskie and pomestnye atamany, it was increasingly difficult for the government to ignore their petitions as well. In 1637 a collective petition of middle service class representatives requested an extension of the statute of limitations for the recovery of fugitive serfs. It complained that courts of the town governors and the chancelleries were siding with boyar and monastery "strong people," prolonging their own remand suits with red tape until the statute of limitations had lapsed. By 1649 the middle service class would win the abolition of the statute of limitations.
Yet another factor complicating the adjudication of remand suits was the enrollment policy in force at Kozlov. This decree added to the task of rapid garrison enrollment a new, more complicated task: to reclaim from the ranks of the unfree peasantry the many former servicemen cast into poverty and dependence by the devastation caused by the Time of Troubles and the frontier raids of 1613-35. In general, it was still possible for a man to "live awhile under someone" as a laborer without losing the right of departure and forfeiting his juridical freedom, if he was not registered in a cadaster and resided under his lord on a special bond of conditional habitation (po zapisl); obrok renters of land, untaxed hired dependents, or men "in immunity" were under only temporary obligations to their lords on a contractual basis, and were immune from remand if they could produce attesting bonds or the plaintiffs against them had no documentation to the contrary.3 Fugitive peasants were also deemed
